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Veronica
(Courtney)



Veronica hair and makeup

Shorter than the heathers, almost a shag 
with textured bangs. Some mild 
crimping/waves, definitely more of the 
messy chic hair. Before “transformation”, 
either up in a hair scarf or hat. Makeup 
should be very minimal, as if not wearing 
any at all. After “transformation” add a pink 
lip



Blazer options:
(Thrilling.com)



Heather 
Chandler
(Brooklyn)



Chandler Hair and Makeup

Side part blow-out angelic curls, 
bold brows, muted nude lip, 
rosy high cheeks, pink nude 
eyes with blended brown liner 
and light mascara (the 80’s 
natural look). Can wear in a 
loose low pony over the 
shoulder with her red scrunchy



Blazer 
options:
(Thrilling.com)

Went with this 
chanel inspired 
one, keeping this 
other blazer in  
mind for if the one I 
have ordered for 
some reason 
doesn’t fit and we 
need to return it



Heather Duke
(Bre)



Duke Hair and Makeup Like shes trying to copy 
chandlers look, but can’t 
get the curls as effortless 
- there may be some 
teasing involved, but it 
should still look “good”, 
just not as effortless. 
Makeup done a little 
heavier (little darker 
nude, perhaps black 
eyeliner instead of brown)



Blazer options:
(Thrilling.com)

Went with this art deco inspired 
one. If it does not fit, I will have to 
do more looking or attempt to 
make one myself



Heather Mcnamara
(Lily)



Mcnamara Hair and Makeup
This. exact. Hair. (Big 
poofy half up half down 
and bouncy brushed 
out curls) with glossy 
lip and the 80s natural 
look. 



Blazer options:

Went with this one. If 
it does not fit, I will 
have to do some 
looking for another 
one - I want 
mcnamara to have a 
little bit of a quirky 
flair to her blazer



J.D.
(Tyler)



JD Hair and color references



Martha
(Angie)



Martha Hair and makeup

Definitely straight across 
bangs, brushed straight, 
and a high pony (either 
a fountain pony like on 
the left or a side pony 
like on the right). 
Natural makeup, 
eyebrows are not 
“shaped” in any 
particular way simply 
because martha is 
unaware that eyebrows 
are something that 
entails makeup. Cutesy 
flavored lipgloss rather 
than “nice” lipgloss. 
Everything should read 
wholesome.



Kurt and Ram
(Cullen and Quinn)



Ram’s Dad / Big Bud Dean / Coach Ripper
(Chris)



Kurt’s Dad/Veronica’s dad
(Lewis)



Principal McGowan
(Rob)



Pauline Fleming/Veronica’s Mom
(Mack)



Hipster Dork



Preppy Stud



Stoner Chick



Young Republicanette



Beleaguered Geek



New Wave Girl


